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The primary purpose of this thesis la to determine If, Indeed, Dunbar
was an Uncle Tom who cared for nothing except money and popularity as has
been suggested by some modem critics, or If he. In his own subtle way, at¬
tempted to lash out against the Injustices Imposed upon Blacks. The scope
of this study will encompass the many facets of Black-white relationships
depicted In the works of this writer. It Is hoped that from this study one
will recognize again the remarkable natural ability exhibited by a sian who
was limited to only a high school education, and who transcended the con¬
fines of his limitations to become an outstanding poet and writer, winning
the acclaim of many as "a symbol of the creative and Intellectual potential
of the American Negro.”
The main sources of Information were the works of Dunbar which Included
selected novels, short stories and poems. Also, a wide variety of secondary
Information was used
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Although In varying degrees nost Black, writers have been primarily con¬
cerned with the Issues and problems Which directly affect Black people* many
of these writers use a clear* forceful approach* leaving little or no doubt
as to their intentions. But others* for several reasons—some obvious—use a
degree of subtlety in which only the closest scrutiny can reveal any signs of
racial conflict. For this reason some of the latter are stigmatized as "Uncle
Toms" by critics as well as by leaders of the "Black movement."
One writer who has been the brunt of the critics* attack is Paul Laurence
Dunbar* He has been censured for "perpetuating the derogatory caricatures of
the minstrel show and plantation tales.He has been criticized for craftily
resorting to white characters when he wanted to make a statement which slight
have been (or slight have been construed as) an attempt to go beyond the tra¬
ditional boundaries of plantation life. He has been accused of being money-
hungry and therefore willing to forfeit his obligations to his race in order
to satisfy publishers. Dunbar* then*, has become a rejected figure among the
modem Black critics *^ and is consequently considered an unisiportant force as
far as Black progress is concerned.
But after due consideration is given to the total picture of the circum¬
stances surrounding this writer who possessed the potentials of greatness*
^Darwin Turner* "Paul Laurence Dunbar: The Rejected Symbol*" The Jour¬
nal of Negro History* LII (January* 1967), p.l.
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on« must concede that Dunbar did* Indeed« contribute to the development o£
Black conacienceneaa regardleaa of the degree or of the methods used. In his
own subtle way he attempted to lash out against the Injustices toward Blacks
that were so prevalent In America. The voice of protest takes many shapes and
forms. After all, the Negro speaks In many different voices, and these voices
are as varied as the attitudes, temperaments, habits, colors, and many other
aspects of the American Negro. Images of the Negro, too, are varied. No set
Image can be ascribed to a man simply because he happens to have been bom
Black. Not all Negroes can be categorized as militant separatists any more
than they all can be pigeon-holed as '’head-scratehln* Uncle Toma'.M There Is
a wide spectrum which en^races the race, and the great majority will undoubtedly
Identify more closely %rith those who come between the two extremes. Blacks
who attempt to attach a certain Image that will encompass all Negroes are
guilty of the same errors that many whites have been guilty of—stereotyping
the Negro.
. -t
Dunbar depicted only a few of the images of the Negro. Bis seeming lack
of a positive effort to bring attention to the controversial racial Issues can
be attributed to any of several causes, from the impressions of slavery that
he acquired from the stories told to him by his mother to the temperament of
the reading public during his lifetime. Dunbar and his contemporary Chestnutt
both found thesiselves In a literary period which stressed sentiments and memo¬
ries of the “good tines before the war'..*' There was the demeaning general at¬
titude of white America toward Negroes. There were the publishers who exploited
the characterizations of the Negro as presented by the %diite writers of the
“plantation school.".' These and other aspects of Dunbar's life must be con¬
sidered before one can realistically evaluate the motives and Intentions of
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this writer.
The writings of a period most often reflect the temperament of that age.
The Black writer of today, for example, Is bold and aggressive chiefly because
the Negro as a whole Is more assertive. Values and definitions concerning
freedom and equality have changed considerably, thereby creating a total at-
tltudlnal change In the Black man. What was accepted or "passed off" as
justice and equality In the past can hardly be Interpreted today as anything
more than slavery. Thus the writer of a given period serves as a spokesman
for the masses. The Black writer of today attempts to reflect In his writings
the experiences, the Inner thoughts, and the emotions of the Black populace,
ranging from the most deprived to the most affluent. The writer, then, trans¬
forms these desires and needs and aspirations into literary forms that can be
brought to the attention of the reading public.
The reading public during the latter part of the nineteenth century and
the early part of the twentieth century was quite different from that of today
Dunbar was left with the choice of either conforming to the trend of the time
or risking being a writer outside "the mainstream of Ataerlcan thought." Con¬
form he did, but In many of hla writings he used irony and satire to comment
on the treatment of Blacks. To adequately evaluate the \7orks of Dunbar and
their value in regards to race relations, one must devote some attention to
three i!!5)ortant details. They are as follows; (1) the racial climate during
Dunbar's lifetime, (2) the portrayal of Blacks In literature during this perlo
(3) Dunbar's background.
The general attitude toward Blacks Iranedlately before and during the life
time of Dunbar was far from conducive to the development of the Negro In any
aspect of American life. The effects of slavery were still very prominent
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foreaa In th® 11t®s of many. On® of th® prlniiry ®ffoet® vhlch had b«en deeply
Inatlllad In th® najorlty of them vaa th® total dependency of the slavea on
their naatera* After alavery theae alavea found themaelvea on their own with
no apparent preparation for aelf-rellance. Many wandered from place to place»
*
• 1*
trying to aubslat on their own, while a large percentage of them remained tied
to the fraralanda aa aharecroppera. There waa great difficulty In adjusting
to a newly-gained Independence which waa so suddenly thrust upon them.
> I
Another effect of alavery waa the mental adjustment to a position of sub¬
ordination. Th® Black man had been taught to feel Inferior to the white mastei
He had to accept this position because of the whip and other means of punish¬
ment that were used by the white nan to keep him under control. This Inferior!
ty complex, rooted In the Institution of slavery, remained with the Negro, and
I
whites sought to maintain their position of superiority. Due to this effect
of alavery, the unfortunate ex-slaves were busy focusing their attention to
unshackling themselves from their state of perpetual Insecurity and anbordlxuitc
status. Slavery also taught the Negro to accept the white nan's opinion of
everything, and this Idea was very much a part of the mentality of Negroes
during Dunbar's time. < 'i
During slavery, aside from being house servants and field servants, some
slaves became artisans. They became carpenters and tanners and shoemakers;
they were brlckmasons and silversmiths and cabinet makers. Some planters
even resorted to hiring out slaves for profit. Naturally, this brought on con¬
flict, because the poor whites found themselves In competition with the slave
owners for a livelihood. After slavery the antagonism grew, for then the
competition was not confined to the rich land owners who hired out the slaves.
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but rather between the ex-eleve hlmeelf and the poor white. This created
the problem of determining what to do with the Negro. Doctor Logan comments
on the formldabillty of the problem in the following paragraph:
"In the United States alone had slavery
been a direct and Immediate cause of a civil
war on its own soil that resulted in the e-
mancipation of slaves. That war Increased a
spirit of sectionalism arising out of the
question of slavery or emancipation.... Since
most of the American Civil War had been fought
on Southern aoll, large portions of the South
were devestated* and the entire region was im¬
poverished. The uncompensated emancipation of
the slaves added to the humlliatlon« bitterness
and impoverishment of the former slaveholders
.
, who had constituted a closely-knit ruling class.
...The subordination of the South to the North
would become even greatert most Southerners be¬
lieved, if the Black peasantry had to be paid
a living wage out of the depleted resources of
the defeated, devastated and impoverished former
slave states."^
The racial and cultural differences of the Negro further complicated
the difficulties of finding a place in America. Except for the few slaves
%^o served in or near the house, the Negro had been completely alienated
from the white families. Northerners as well as Southerners looked upon the
Negro as an inferior race.. Segregation was a common practice in the North,
too, even before the war. Because of the physical differences and the cul¬
tural dissimilarities, then, the Negro was considered a race that could not
be assimilated into the "American" culture.
In 1875, after the ratification of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments
further civil rights legislation was passed which gave to the Negro equality
of treatment in theaters, railways, hotels, and other public places. After
^Bayford W. Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro, (London: Collier-MacMlllan
Ltd., 1954), p. 16.
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the passage of this legislation the Negro gained power In the political ma¬
chinery of the country. There was a United States Senator from Mississippi
as well as Representatives from Alabama and Georgia. There were Black state
and city elected officials. But this era of opportunity was short-lived* for
eight years later In 1883, when Dunbar was eleven years old, this legislation
was declared unconstitutional, abruptly reversing the progress that had been
The results were that every Southern state enacted Jim Crow laws designed
to return the Negro to a state of subordination and to resegregate him socially
and econosdLcally. Consequently, In the South the Negro was again disfranchised.
He was not allowed to participate In government* He was again discriminated
against In the iise of public conveyances, public Institutions, and public
educational facilities. In both the North and the South he remained to the
white man an object or an animal rather than a htman being. In the South he
was considered proper only for menial occupations such as sharecropping and
house servants. The sharecroppers were exploited by the white landowners to
the extent that they could hope only to survive. They had to buy seeds and
farming equipment on credit, and at the end of the harvest season they had to
give almost all of the results of their labor In return. The artisans found
no real place In the Southern occupation market, so they began to wander north
and west In search of a livelihood.
In the North there was no salvation for the Negro, for the North offered
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only a few opportunities for the Black wage earner. Because of the continuous
Influx of Immigrants from other countries, the Northern capitalists had an al¬
most Inexhaustible supply of labor. The Negro, then, was for the most part
used as reserve labor to be called In In cases of emergency or when there was
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a strike. Housing» too» In the North vas a major problem. Blacks who moved
North found themselves "herded" Into slums and ghettos. The fact that only a
few Negroes took the trip northward in the latter part of the nineteenth cen¬
tury made them a negligible factor In the Northern pattern of life. They
presented no problem to the whites as long as they remained In their places.
So the Negro In the North was a little better off than the Negro of the South
In Dunbar's age. The white man of that period was content Just to Ignore the
Blacks rather than to disrupt the equilibrium of the nation.
Everything In America was measured by two standards—the white one (con¬
sidered the right way by both whites and Negroes with an Inferiority complex
resulting from slavery)» and the Black one. If a Negro was a good doctor, he
was not considered simply a good doctor, rather a "good Negro doctor" by both
Blacks and whites. The same was true of all other endeavors. Beauty was
gauged by white standards. Any accomplishments by Blacks were regarded not
as Important to the society as a whole, but only In relationship to other
Blacks. Blacks sought to measure up to the existing standards of whites and
to move Into the same kind of life style as the whites rather than to develop
their own life style. Whites sought to Ignore the Blacks or to suppress them
In order to maintain the status quo. Hence. In both the North and In the
South the Negro was dehumanised and was looked upon as an amusing character so
long as he remained in his "place."
In literature, too. the Negro was unjustly treated. The white writer
tended to either Ignore him or to dehumanize him. After works like Harriet
Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, which sought to arouse the conscience of
the nation, the latter part of the nineteenth century revealed an attempt to
depict America as though the Negro did not exist or to depict him as some sort
t
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of buffoon who was good for aousaiaant* Some writers pictured hla as a pas¬
sive angel who was loyal to the white man ret^ardlese of the clroumstances.
Generally, the Hej^ro was depleted as a happy-go-lucky, carefree Individual
who was contented with the existing state of affairs. He was satisfied with
his dependency on his white master or he was naturally depraved and was ex-
'pected to engage In petty theft, to be sly and cunning, and to dodge work by
any means possible. Black characters In literature, then, "were stereotyped
as laughing, happy singing niggers, or as numbskull, slow-witted, slow-talking
niggers or as exotic. Immoral, primitive niggers or as loyal, moral, servant
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niggers or as plain bad 'no-count* niggers."
There atierged In the South' a school of writers who emphasised a sentlraentt
type of literature which was chiefly reminiscent of the "good old days before
the wax.” It is believed that the Idea can be traced to a writer from Hlssls-
slppl, Irwin Russell. Bussell foresaw the characterisation of Negroes as an
untapped source of literary Innovativeness and the Idea began to spread. The
reading public began to look upon these works as a means of assuaging their
consciences of guilt and remorse engendered by the treatment of the Negro durix
and after slavery. Two prominent writers who were applicators of this stereo¬
typed version of the Negro were Joel Cliandler Harris and Thotoas Nelson Page.
Though Page cannot be considered a direct influence on Dunbar during his
formative years, the same cannot be said of Harris. Harris was at a peak at
the time when Dunbar was developing a philosophy about literature and life,
thus Dunbar was able to draw from the style of this writer when developing his
own. Harris* writings were chiefly sentimental In nature, reflecting the good
old times. The Negro was depicted as a happy, singing, contented one. His
Richard Barksdale and lUsneth Klnuaaon, Black Ifrlters of America.
York: MacMillan Company, 1972), p. 321.
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principal charactart for exampla» waa Uncle Rchbub* an old contented Negro man
vith a youthful dlapoaltlon. He waa alwaya ahown alttlng around, relating to
the younger generation of whltea beautiful, aentimental atorlea, or happily
phlloaophlzlng aa though all waa well with the world# Page alao appealed to
thla aentlment. In Marae Chao Sam la the Negro aervant. He la the prototype
of the loyal alave who looka upon hla relatlonahlp to h‘la maater not aa bondage,
but aa loving aervlce to a benevolent and admirable auperlor.
Ultimately, the publlahlng houaea encouraged the exploitation of the Black
character type becauae It proved to be profitable. Dunbar found hlmaelf caught
up In thla wave of popularity. "Dunbar'a tragedy ultimately lay with an Ameri¬
ca that would accept from a poet only the ahuffling, alnglng alow-talking
plantation atereotype and not the true poetic utterance of a man who, becauae
of hla race had to 'wear the maak* of happlneaa to cover a world of pain.
There la no doubt that Dunbar an an artlat felt trapped by hla altuatlon."^
Probably the moat Important influence on Dunbar waa hla mother. Hla child¬
hood experlencea also had an enormoua effect on hla attltudea. When Dunbar waa
• * 1 ■
very yotmg, hla mother would relate to him happy atorlea of her childhood. She
would auppresa the evil times becauae she felt them too painful for such a
young lad. So Instead, she told only of the few fleeting happy moments of sla¬
very. Being very young and very much attached to hla mother, these accounts
were naturally deeply embedded In Dunbar's mind. Many of these stories were
reproduced In hla own writings.
Hla experiences In school and hla early adulthood also helped to strengthex
Dxmbar's belief that Blacks and Whites could come In harmonious relations.
*Ibld., p. 319.
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In Interoedlatn and In high school ha was totally accepted by the whites*
He participated In the literary events* gave recitations* and nada friends
with the whites* Including Orville,Wright. He was acquainted with the princi¬
pal of the Intemedlate school who hloself was a poet* He was elected unani¬
mously to the literary society In high school* "His eiqperlences and those of
his family had not compelled him to hate white people as a group or the South
as a region* After Dunbar was twenty* every major job he secured* every pub¬
lication* and all national recognition resulted directly from the assistance
of white benefactors."^ It Is not shocking to find that Dunbar relied on white
benefactors* for during this period many Blacks felt It necessary to have white
support In order to "make It." . This Is a discipline that can be traced back
to the dependency of the slaves upon their masters. As has been forestated*
Negroes generally had not reached a point of Independence that would provide
for advancements without the aid of whites.
So the works of Dunbar would certainly reflect the three preceding aspects
of his life* These are the conditions and attitudes which aided In forming
Dunbar's own Impressions of race relations and attitudes about whites and
about America. There are patterns of racial contact In his works which sug¬
gest that Dunbar was making a conscl&us effort to show some awareness of the
race Issue* These patterns can be traced to show a gradual change In his at¬
titudes* They can also be divided Into two broad categories—day-to-day
relations and conflicting relations.
Many leading authorities In the field of human relations feel that conflict
Is an Inevitable consequence when people of dissimilar cultures meet. In the
burner* "Paul Laurence Dunbari The Rejected SymbolV',' p. 2*
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Handbook of Sociology. E.B. Renter defines conflict as "a nutually destructive
relationship of individuals or persons or groups to laake one set prevail over
another* The objective is the defeat* subjection* or annihilation of the op¬
posing person or gro\ip". For the sake of clarity* I shall confine conflict
to those overt acts such as lynchlngs* riots* and Dunbar’s more bitter com-
menterles on the racial climate* and tteat the relations in which there is only
minor altercation as part of the everyday life of Blacks. " According to Brew-
ton Berry* "many Instances of race relations without conflict might be discovered
if we choose to define conflict narrowly* so as to include only its violent*
overt forms. If* however* we recognize the fact that conflict involves those
subtle* restrained forms of interaction where in one seeks to reduce the status
of one’s opponent and hot to eliminate him entirely from the conflict* then
it is true that conflict Invariably occurs when unlike peoples meet."^
Chapters One and Two will deal with day-to-day relations and relations in
conflict respectively. An entire chapter will be devoted to the poetry because
I feel that special treatment is warranted in as much as the kind of protest
is Implied more than expressed.
®Brewton Berry* Race and Ethnic Relations. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company* 1958)* p. 122.
CHAPTER 1
DAY-TO-DAY RELATIONS
Dunbar utilises many Illustrations of day-to-day contact between Blacks
and whites In his works. Some of these can be regarded as examples of the
false relationships that arc depicted In the writings of the plantation school
group, but there are also many more Instances where the relationships are more
nearly representative of the true conditions as borne out by leading historians
and sociologists. The relationships can be examined from two points of view,
the master-slave relationship and the contact with idiltes that was experienced
by the freedmen. In both Instances we find that Dxmbar uses a variety of
liaages of the Black characters. Not all of them are grinning Uncle Toms who
bow unquestlonlngly to every whim of the whites. First, In surveying the
group of plantation characters, or the slaves i^o are under the strict domain
of their masters, one must concede that more often than not Dunbar makes them
from the same mold as Harris and Page. But all of the slaves In his works are
not cast In the Image of the Uncle Remus protot3rpe« Historically there were
docile slaves. It was quite Impractical for one who was bound by law as chat¬
tel to express outwardly disenchantment with the established mode of life.
Therefore It la within reason to expect some Instances of tranquility, or overt
tranquility, between slave and master If a true picture of the relationship Is
to be presented. To depict all, or even most Black characters as being openly
defiant of the masters would be as far removed from reality as the romanticized
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portrayals of happy-go-lucky slaves who were all loyal to their masters*
Necessity» then, made It feasible for the majority of the slaves to be out¬
wardly docile. They were at the mercy of sometimes paranoid, sadistic masters
who used punishment as a means of making the slaves aware of their subordinate
position.
Taking a look first at some of the milder attempts of Dunbar to bring to
focus the quandary of the Negro In slavery we shall begin with "CahootsV? a
story told by an old postmaster who remembers the "good old days" before the
war. According to the postmaster, the Fairfaxes are the leaders In their
section of Virginia, not only because they are wealthier, but because they are
social and political leaders as well. The family Is Impatient for a mala heir
to carry on the family name. Finally a son Is bom and "by some fortultoiis
circumstance one of the slave women*..happened to bring Into the world that
day almost at the same time that the mistress was Introducing young Vaughan
Fairfax to the light, a little black pickaninny of her own."^ The black baby
Is brought to the "big house" and both the white and the black are laid side
by side. As they lie blinking at each other, they grasp hands and this Is re¬
garded by the master as a pact of eternal friendship. At five years old, they
are on Inseparable pair of rascals Who constantly find mischief In which to get.
But, "as was natural, the white boy planned the deeds, and the black one
was his co-adjustor In carrying them out."^ They go off to war together, and
the slave risks his life to bring back the body of his young master who Is killed
^Paul Laurence Dunbar, "CahootsJ" Heart of Happy Hollow, (New York* Dodd,
Mead and Company, 190A), p* 149.
%ld.. p. 151.
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In battle. Here Dunbar is commenting on the loyalty of a slave who has made
a pact and lives up to It, though he himself Is deprived of the basic freedom.
Of course, this story can be considered quite romantic and sentimental, but
It can also be seen as a plea for former masters and slaves to reconcile their
differences and come Into harmony, for at the end of the story the narrator
states: ’’and many a man that had owned hdUi people, and many another that had
fought to continue that ownership, dropped a tear on his (cahoot'^ grave.
A story written In a similar vein Is ’’The Strength of Gideon.'.''.' Here Dun¬
bar deals with the conflict created by opposing views of two people who are
In love. Gideon, a slave who Is Influential on the plantation Is faced with
the decision of running away to freedom or remaining a slave because of a pact
made that he should remain to look after the women. At the beginning of the
Civil War the slaves of Dudley Stone's plantation begin to visualize freedom.
* » *
’’Somewhere In the quarters was whispered the forbidden word 'freedom*, and It
was taken up and dropped breathlessly from the ends of a hundred tongues."^
The master Is called to go off to war and he gets Gideon to agree to remain
on the plantation to look after the women regardless of the circumstances.
"He took the servant's hand, and, black man and white, they looked Into each
other's eyes, and the compact was made.’’^ Then the plantation begins to dis¬
integrate. One by one the slaves begin to slip away to freedom. Each time
a Union camp Is nearby, more and more slaves slip away to seek freedom %rlth
the Yankee soldiers. Martha, the fiancee of Gideon, has visions of freedom,
also. She Is very much In love with Gideon, so she stays and tries to per-
^Ibld.. p. 159.
^aul Laurence Dunbar, "The Strength of GldeonV'J The Strength and Other
.Stnrlaa, (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, IS99), p. 17.
^ Ibid., p. 19.
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•uade hln to go away with her to freedom* "Waa he going to stay? Waa he going
to he a alave when freedom and a livelihood lay right within hie graapT Would
he keep her a alave? Yea, he would do it all-all."®
Finally Martha decldea that though ahe lovea Gideon aha lovea freedom more.
When the aoldiera prepare to leave, Martha aaya good-bye to Gideon and preparea
to leave with them. Aa they march away, Gideon atanda and watchea them until
the laat one fadea out of alght and the laat drum-tap dlea away. Then he re-
tuma to the houae. In the final atatement Dunbar aaya quite aarcaatically,
"Gideon had triumphed mightily."^
‘
f-
In "A Family Feud" Dtmbar admlta the tendency to romanticise when looking
back over paat relatlonahipa. Aunt Doahy, the principal character, has been
a trusted house-aervant in one of the wealthleat famlllea of Kentucky. Al¬
though the aecoxmt ahe relatea ia realnlacent of the paat, "what If aome of the
harahneaa of reality waa softened by the distance through which she looked back
upon them? What if the gleuoour of men^ry did put a halo roxmd the heads of
Q
some people who were never meant to be canonised?" Though the piece is centered
en the authoritative position sometimes taken by a trusted family servant, the
preceding quote stated as a commentary substantiated the author's Intentions
that the account of the paat ia not to be taken as fact. He hints that the
overall impact of slavery haa been softened.




°The Best Stories of Paul Laurence Dunbar, ed. by Benjamin Brawley (Hew
York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1938), p. 19-20.
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of the slave women. The central charactert Aunt Tempe, wields authority In
the household where she Is "mammy” to the master's daughter who Is making
wedding plans. She» of course* feels that she should give the girl's hand In
marriage In as much as she has been the one to rear her. She approaches her
master In a bossy* defiant way, suggesting that she be given this honor. The
master mentions the Influence that she has over the slaves both In the house*
hold and In the quarters. This situation Is based on historical fact for
there were two or three slaves on each plantation who were looked to for guid¬
ance. The criteria for such Influence Included strength* age* and religious
conviction. The master listens to Aunt Tempe and momentarily forgets that
he Is master. He returns to his senses and springs to his feet. "I'll let
you know that I can give my daughter away when she marries. Tou must think
A
you own this whole plantation, and all the white folks and niggers on It.'
Aunt Tempe does triumph and give the girl's hand In marriage. She Is by no
means characterized as a grinning* head-scratching Negro who bows to every
whim of the master.
There are some Instances In slavery where the Negro openly defies the mas¬
ter* but In most Instances Dunbar's plantation characters are submissive* for
Dunbar concentrated to a great extent on masters who are banelovent and slaves
who are obedient. Therefore the relationship does not appear strained or
tense as would be the case If there were open hostilities. But It should be
noted that In most cases the emphasis Is on overt appearance. Sociologists
show that because of the practical aspect the slave la wise to be outwardly




Thore Is s distinct refersncs to slsvory In the opening paragraphs of
"Annar 'Lizer's Stumblin' Block",," though It has no Important function In the
plot of the story. Hers Dunbar gives a description of the drab and unattrac¬
tive dwelling of the slaves on a plantation In Virginia. In the same story
there Is another reference which comments on the Isck of a true family struc¬
ture among slaves and the fact that engagements had to ho approved by the
master. Ko real point Is made nor Is there a consclotis attempt at protest,
but Dmbar does reveal an awareness of the true conditions that existed In
slaves.
In this story, as In several others, Dunbar deals with religion. The
theme can possibly bo the result of two things. Many tend to think that It
Is entirely the result of his mother's desire for him to beeona a minister,
but one should also consider the historical fact that In slavery, religion was
an Important element In the lives of the Blacks because It provided an outlet
whereby they were able to vent their pent up fears and sorrows. Though they
were forced to participate only In a "censored" kind of religion which was
tailored to further the needs and desires of the masters, they found solace
there because they served the God of Moses who led the children of Israel out
of bondage In Egypt rather than the one that the white man taught. The whites
were intoxested in teaching those Scriptures which told of obedience and loyalty
to masters. The whites thought also that It was an Important factor In creating
solidarity between slave and owner. The Black minister was an Invincible
link between slaves and the master, therefore he was allowed to preach cenr>
sored sermons that were monitored to congregations on the plantation. Sometimes
freedmen were allowed to mingle with the slaves. A story which follows this
pattern Is "The Walls of Jericho"."
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This story Is about hov two young whits men of the master's household
help the plantation eidiorter regain his congregation from a free minister who
uses sensationalism to draw them to him. This "free Negro had got permission
to hold meetings In the woods adjoining the Mbrdaunt estate. He had Invited
the Negroes of the surrounding plantations to eome...."^^ Parker* the regular
preacher realises that the thing which draws his followers Is the opportunity
to engage In dancing and to feast on the food that they always take to the
services. As he sits pondering the situation* Ralph and Tom Morduant come by
and begin to tease him about being jealous of the new eidiorter. As he talks
with them they plan a scheme to return control of the slaves to the old preacher.
Of course* the tone of the story Is meant to be humorous* but the apparent
reference to the superstitious nature of the slaves and their fear of the un¬
known bears out how the white man had conditioned them to the Idea that devlatloo
from the "approved” methods of worship meant dire* mysterious consequences.
"The l.ast Fiddling of Mbrdaunt's Jim” also deals with the Idea of super¬
stition. It centers* too* on the attempt of i^ltes to use religion as a
binding force. The slaves had a belief that Instrumental music and dancing
are the devil's tools* therefore Jim's fiddling Is a source of "evil" on the
plantation. "He was the prime mover In every bit of devlltrjthvlt^
plantation by the ears* and the most effectual destroyer of every religious
Influence that Its master attempted to throw around It."^^ So* idiether because
of the Influence of his mother or because he was aware of the facts concerning
religion during slavery* Dunbar effectively shows the role of religion In
^^Dunbar* "The Walls of Jericho’,".' In The Best Stories, p. 42.
^^Dimbar* "The Last Fiddling of Mordaunt's Jlm',’ij In The Beet Stories, p. 52,
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plantation relationships.
To this point we have dealt with the more amlcahle relationships where
no real hints of protest are seen. For the most part, the selections just
discussed can be classified as simply stories meant to be read and enjoyed,
except for a very few references to the race question. But the final story
to be discussed, though the original setting Is on the plantation, goes deeper
into the question of the Issue of race and slavery. I am considering it along
with the day-to-day relationships because there Is no violence or overt.con*,
frontatlon, but it deals with a more serious aspect than the other plantation
tales. The most striking, perhaps, of the stories which deal with the day-
to-day life on the plantation Is "The Ingrate." Dunbar's main character is ,
Joshua, a slave who Is usually hired out to other farmers and planters because
of his exceptional ability as a plasterer. He Is trained In this field In
order to do the necessary jobs on the plantation, but he becomes so proficient
In his trade that the master, llr. Leckler, finds it more profitable to hire
him out to the neighboring farms and planters Instead of using him In the
i.
fields and at menial tasks In his spare time. Because the farmers and planters
are not paying the fair market value for the amount of work that Joshua Is
doing and he cannot figure the true worth of his work and Mr. Leckler, In turn.
Is being cheated, he decides to teach Joshua to read and write and cipher.
• * ' •
Mr. Leckler tries to give the impression that all is done to protect the In¬
terests of Joshua In as much as he gives him ten percent of his earnings
(actually he does not), and allows him to use It as payment toward his freedom.
So on the pretense of concern for the welfare of Joshua, he plans to give him
Instructions secretly. "Yes, that's just what is against my principles. I
know how public opinion and the law look at It. But my conscience rises up
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In rebellion every time I think of that poor .blaek man being cheated out of
hie earnings." The slave laws prohibited the teaching of slaves to read and
write because it was a way of helping to destroy the myth of white superiority.
Slaves were to be kept ignorant and fearful of white power. Leckler knows
that once Joshua learns to read and write and calculate, his. own ezabezzllng
would have to cease. He Is confident that the Increase In profits from the
outside would more than adequately compensate.
But Joshua has a scheme of his own which he executes without divulging It
to Mr, leckler. While Mr. leckler Is giving Instructions to him, he meets a
free Negro who gives him additional tutoring. He gives him the basic tools of
learning. Joshua reads every bit of print that he can spell out. This learning
continues for a year and Mr. leckler decides that Joshua has learned enough.
Afterwards, Mr. leckler begins to see results of his teaching. Joshua
Is able to calculate the worth of his labor and the other farmers and planters
are forced to pay just wages for services rendered. As a result of his newly
found key which unlocks the mystery of the printed page, Joshua begins to dream
of freedom. He begins to visualize how it would be to be his own man. The
master has discontinued his education, but "unto the body it is easy for the
master to say, 'Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther.* Gyves, chains, and
fetters will enforce chat command. But what laaster shall say unto the mind,
'Here do I set the limit of your acquisition. Pass it not'? Who shall put
gyves upon the intellect, or fetter the movement of thought?Joshua has
experienced something that was unusual for most slaves. He had come Into the
^^Dunbar, "The Ingrate’,',' In The Best Stories, p. 61.
^^Ibld.. p. 65.
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direct contact with learning* He began to Isolate hlaaelf from the other
slaves to pore over the few books that ho Is able to smuggle Into his cabin.
The others poke fun at him and try to persuade him to get married Instead of
spending his time In solitude. "But Joshua went on his way. He had no time
for marrying or for love; other thoughts had taken possession of him. He was
being swayed by ambition other than the fathering of slaves for his master.
To him slavery was deep night.
In Joshua the thought of freedom grows stronger and stronger. Be plans
an escape from the plantation. He thinks of owning himself* of using his
hands as he desires* of going when and where he pleased. But outwardly he
remains obedient and docile. He- goes about his dally duties as usual lest he
hint of his plans for escape. It Is very important that he do this If his plan
is to be successful. ^-
Dunbar resorts to a kind of digression In which he can Inject his own
vle^olnt extensively In the story. On' one occasslon he makes a very strong
comment on the fervent desires of Joshua* hence all who are enslaved* for
freedom. The passage Is somewhat sentimental* but it is one of the most poig¬
nant passages which deals with the Inner thoughts that must have been deep
Inside every man or woman who was the victim of the peculiar situation:
"Meanwhile the white hills of the North were
beckoning to the chattel* and the North winds
were whispering to him to be a chattel no longer.
Often the eyes that looked away to where freedom
lay were filled with a wistful longing that was
tragic In Its Intensity* for they saw the hard¬
ships and the difficulties between the slave and
his goal* and worst of all* an Iniquitous law—
liberty's compromise with bondage* that rose like




graded every free-thinking «an to the level of
•leve-catcher* There It loomed up before him,
formidable. Impregnable, Inauremountable. He
measured It In all Its terribleness, and paused.
But on the other aide there was llbertyj and one
day when he was away at %rork, a voice came out of
the woods and whispered to him, "Courage!— and
on that night the shadows beckoned him as the
white hills had done, and the forest called to
him, 'Follow.
So Joshua follows the underground railroad to freedom In Canada. The
story tells of the use of pepper to keep the hounds off his trail and the
forged pass that Joshua used to board the northbound train. The station
agent does not question Joshua because he takes for granted the fact that
slaves are not able to write. ■ So In "The Ingrate ’*'' Dunbar comes to gripes
with a more realistic view of the plantation tradition. Though most critics
term this an account related by his father. It Is nonetheless an Important
contribution In line with the aspirations of slaves.
Aside from the usual Image of Blacks on the plantation, Dunbar does make
several comments on the relationship between Blacks and whites. He often uses
irony to show the true conditions, though outwardly It looks as though the
narratives are matter-of-fact. The relationships of freedmen In Dunbar's works
are similar to the plantation picture, but there are several other aspects
which make them quite different. These stories have a wider scope and are some-
Irhat modem in tone. The theme, perhaps, that Is most often recurrent In most
of these stories Is the search for Identity and survival, and adjustment to
the newly acquired freedom. The Blacks are almost always clustered together
In one section of the cities and villages and the relationships are somewhat
precarious. The economic and social system In which the Negro Is placed after
^%ld.. p. 66.
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slavery la only slightly altered from the original situation under slavery.
According to many sociologists. Imedlately after slavery the Kegro was
dependent on whites and he sought from whites personal safety and security
from other whites, or the '*too drastic operation of the social system."^®
Dunbar focuses on this problem In "The Wisdom of Silence^". The protagonist Is
Jeremiah Anderson, who la free and very proud. Ha has the distinction of
being one of the first to leave the plantation and to take land of his own.
"He was anxious to cut himself off from all that bound him to his former life.
So strong was this feallng In him that he would not consent to work for his
one-time owner even for a full wage."^^ Bis former master tries to persuade
him to remain on the plantation, and when he finds that Jeremiah la determined
to go out on his own. he offers to assist him financially. But Jeremiah re¬
fuses. He Is proud and arrogant, and Is resolute In his desire to make It
on his own. . ;
So. with a bigoted admonition from his former master. Jeremiah sets out
to develop his own economic future. He has to choose one of two alternatives
—to become a sharecropper on the land of one of his neighbors or to buy a
farm, mortgage It. and hope to pay for It. Consistent with his nature. Jere¬
miah opts to buy his own farm. He negotiates for twenty acres, buys a mule,
and builds a cabin. Unwary of the pitfalls of the business world, which can
be directly attributed to the slave's dependency upon his master. Jeremiah
falls victim to a group of loan sharks. "Nov. the black nan had been warned
against these same beasts, for others had fallen prey to them even In so short
^^Charles Johnson and Willis D. Weatherford. Race Relations. (New York:
D.C. Heath and Company. 1934). p. 278.
^^Dunbar, "The Wisdom of Silence','y The Heart of Happy Hollow, p. 191.
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a time as their emancipation maaeured, and they saw themselves the re*-manacled
slaves of a hopeless and evergrowing debt..."^‘^
Jeremiah manages to succeed In spite of the problems with the loan sharks.
He begins to boast In town about how he has managed to get on without the aid
of whites and-how he has become his own loan. At this point Dunbar makes a
subtle commentary on race relations that could easily be considered a relation¬
ship In conflict were It not for the.fact that the culprits were Implied rathei
than named outright. A group of whites of the town hear of Jeremiah’s boast-
fullness and become angry. Later Jeremiah finds his crops and his bam burned.
Here Dunbar uses verbal Irony when he states that the fire Is started by "per¬
sons unknown." After the fire Jeremiah Is beaten but he remains unbowed. He
Is forced to accept financial assistance from his former master. "Jeremiah
t ' T
grew sullen—at once as his master approached, but his pride stiffened. This
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white man should see that misfortune could not weaken him."
After the war. Blacks were extremely vulnerable to exploitation by both
whites and by other Blacks. Several of Dunbar’s stories focus on this problem.
One very good example Is "The Scapegoat" In which Dunbar has as his central
character Mr. Robert Asbury, a shrewd businessman who lives by his wits.
The story Is primarily centered on the craftiness of Mr. Asbury, but It becomei
evident that Dunbar Is also attempting to comment on the perplexing conditions
of the majority of the uneducated, unsuspecting Negroes. As the story begins
he tells how half the population of Cadgers, the Negroes, are compelled by




as dirty and hardly wider, they thonged Ilka ants.”^®
Robert Asbury sets up a barber shop In this section of town and begins
his mission of gaining an Influential position In the cocraunlty by calling It
the "Equal Rights Barber Shop”,, though there Is only one race to patronize It.
f
The use of this gimmick Is successful because It appeals to the vanity of the
Blacks, thereby causing his business to grow rapidly. Aside from being just
a barber shop, the shop becomes also a gathering place for the men of the Negro
quarter. Asbury keeps the policy returns. The idilte party managers of the
town begin to realize that Mr. Asbury Is a man who might be xtseful to their
Interests because of his Influence In the Black Community. They give him money
and power and patronage. Very soon he becomes the "big Negro" of the town.
He studies law In the evenings and eventually asks for admission to the
bar. The white party-leader thinks this unwise because It Is feared that If
he Is admitted he would move to an uptown office out of contact with the Blacks.
But Asbury promises to remain In the Black Community and whispers something
to Judge Davis, one of the leaders. Here Dunbar hints that Asbury*s Inten¬
tions are not altogether legal or moral. The judge reacts to this secret by
smiling rejoining, "’Asbury, ...you are—well, you ought to be white, that's
all. When we find a black man like you, we send him to State’s Prison. If
you were white, you’d go to the Senate.’" The Idea of corruption la politics
Is quite evident here, and Dunbar Is also commenting on how something that Is
normally criminal for a Black Is considered an admirable act by a white. ‘ So
Asbury Is admitted to the bar and he hangs out his shingle next door to his
^^Dunbar, "The Scapegoat','' The Heart of Happy Hollow, p. 3.
^^Ibld.. p. 7.
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shop, Ha promises the Blacks that he will never desert the people who are
responsible for his success, hence strengthening his position In the Black
community because they feel It Is a noble gesture. They endorse him and praise
him highly. This makes Asbury Very happy and satisfies the party managers.
But a conflict arises, because the law firm of Bingo and Latchett, another
Black firm, becomes envious of Asbury's success for they had been the leaders
of the Blacks and had been delivering Emancipation Bay speeches and leading
processions when he was a shoeshlne boy. They had been patient and had allowed
him to rise without openly revolting, but after he hangs out his law shingle
they become disturbed. A plot Is set In motion to cause the downfall of their
enemy. They propose to form an opposing faction composed of "the best Negroes,
and choose the principal of the Black school as leader, htorton, the princi¬
pal, receives the support of those who are envious of Asbury, but unfortunately
they are not very strong because Asbury continues to control the masses. Morto
Is virtuous although he Is naive and unaware that he Is being used as a pawn
by Bingo and Latchett. But Dunbar uses this to re-enforce a belief that In
politics corruption Is a rule rather than an exception, for he states, "But
2
whether the race be white or Black, political virtue Is always In a minority."
This new faction decided, then, that Asbury Is an enemy to his race and
should be removed from his position of leadership. But this Is not possible
because of the control he has over the Negro majority. They then resolve to
stage an opposing Emancipation Day Ceremony really designed to attract the
masses away from Asbury's cause. The Negroes who are able to contribute fi¬
nancially to Asbury's proposed rally elect not to become Involved, forcing
^^Tbld.. p. 10.
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him to resort to the white party leaders for support* The exploitative con¬
cept can be recognized easilyr In his promise to the white leader: *"A11 I
want is a little llft» judge, ...and I’ll make ’em think the sky has turned
loose and Is vomiting niggers.”* As expected, Asbury’s parade Is an over¬
whelming success and the opposing faction's a failure. Afterwards, Bingo
comes to terms with Asbury and they work together In the election campaign.
After the election the opposing party discovers voting Irregularities
which threaten to destroy the successful party. It becoioes necessary to offer
a sacrificial lamb, or scapegoat, to appease the losers. A conspiracy Is set
In motion to make Asbury the scapegoat. So It Is decided that Asbury will be
used to bear the burden of guilt for the party and he Is charged with the
crimes, some of which he committed and others of which he did not. Bingo,
the enemy-tumed-ally of Asbury senses that Asbury Is down and capitalizes on
It by becoming a witness against him. Bingo’s testimony Is the most damaging
of all and Asbury Is found guilty. Before being sentenced he Is allowed to
address the court. In his statement to the court, he gets revenge by Im¬
plicating everyone associated with the corruption of the party except Judge
Davis. Because he does not Implicate the judge, he receives a light sentence
which he serves and eventually regains his position In the community. This
story represents only one of several commentaries by Dunbar on the political
exploitation of the Black man. Although the character and Integrity of Asbury
Is questionable, one cannot Ignore the attempt by Dunbar to focus on the uar
scrupulous practice of white politicians who manipulate a few Black leaders,
or so-called leaders, to gain control over the masses.
^^Ibld.. p. 12.
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In other Dunber etorles which deal with political relations, the chief
characters arc not as villainous as Asbury, but they do occupy the peculiar
position of pawn to the powerful political machinery which is dominated by
the whites. In "A Mess of Pottage" we find that the Negro is Ignored by both
of the major political parties, and "A Council of State" is written in a simi¬
lar manner. Another story which is more bitter in tone is "Mr. Cornelius
Johnson, Off ice-Seeker'J
This story is about a man who has worked faithfully for the Republican
Party and goes to Washington to procure a minor political appointment that
has been promised him as consideration for his dedication to the party. Each
time Mr. Johnson attempts to see the congressman, the congressman is "busy"
and continuously delays inquiry into the matter. So, remaining in Washington
for a long period, hoping to get some reward for his service, Johnson runs
short on money and is forced to change his hotel suite for a boarding house.
He resorts to eating snacks instead of dining out, pawning his clothes for
money, and finally siortgaging his home in Alabama so that he may remain in
Washington. After a year there, he is disappointed to discover that the Senate
does not confirm his appointment. Dunbar uses the hardships encountered by
Johnson as a means of reflecting on the strength of the Black woman. Mrs.
Johnson is patient and understanding while her husband is in Washington and
she makes every effort to be helpful. Dunbar coimnants thati "the hard con¬
ditions of life in our race have taught our women patience and fortitude which
A a
the women of no other race have ever displayed."
^^Dunbar, "Mr. Cornelius Johnson, Office-Seeker',’V The Strength of Gideon,
p. 223.
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Finally* dajected* financially and amotlonally ruined* he leaves for
Alabama. From the train ha cries to Washington* or symbolically to the white
power structure* "Damn you! Damn you! Damn your deceit* your fair cruelties;
Damn you* you hard* white llar.”^^ Dunbar shows a very pesslmlstle attitude
which foreshadows the hapless state of the Black man In a white society. Pre¬
sented here Is perhaps .one of his more bitter conoientarles on race relations.
The political structure* then* symbolises only doom and destruction for the
Black man In Dunbar's view.
Another problem on which Dunbar focuses is the economic Injustices en¬
countered by Negroes. "The Finish of Patsy Barnes" and "An Old Fashioned
Christmas" are two examples of how tmeducated Negroes are the victims of
harassment and economic pressures. "The Finish of Patsy Barnes" Is about a
boy who Is forced to seek employment as a Jockey because of his mother's
sudden Illness. Re encounters difficulties because of his race. Dunbar
also examines the Injustices of the police In the Northern cities in "An Old
Fashioned Christmas"* which centers on the economic woes of a family caused
by a court which Is bent on strict adherence to rules. In this story a young
boy Is arrested for gasibllng on Christmas Eve and spends the night In Jail.
The nuther has to use the money she has saved for Christmas dinner to free the
tearful child.
A very vivid Illustration of the economic dilemma of the Black man can be
recognized In "One Man's Fortune' ." Here Dunbar deals with an educated Black
who graduated from a Northern college with the confidence that he will be
able to attain success on his merits. He is aware of the disappointments of
^^Ibid.. p. 227.
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other young Blacks as they sought meaningful employment, but he launches his
efforts with vigor and optimism* The other young men had "gone at the world
In the wrong spirit.*..He would do It, oh, so differently. He would take the
26world as a friend." Dunbar utilizes the words of Davis, one of the more rea¬
listic classmates of his Idealistic protagonist, Bertram Holliday, to contrast
this Idealistic view:
"’Oh, well, the world owes us all a living,'
said McLean.
’Hackneyed, but true. Of course It does;
but every time a colored man goes around to col¬
lect, the world throws up Its hands and yells
"Insolvent"—eh, Holliday? ...I am right,’ Davis
went on, ’To begin with, we colored people haven’t
any show here. Now, if we could go to Central or
South America, or some place like htat, --but hang
it all, who wants to go thousands of miles awav
from home to earn a little bread and butter?’"
After leaving college and attempting to market his education and talents,
he Is shocked Into the cold realities of what It Is like for a Black man seekln;
to penetrate a white world. Seeking a job as a clerk In a white law office,
Bertram soon discovers that starting at the bottom has a totally different
meaning for a Black than for a white. He also learns that textbook democracy
Is quite different from the real world. He Is advised to go South to teach
school, but he does not want to do that; he wants to become a lawyer and carve
his future where he Is. Dunbar shows a keen awareness of an economic problem
confronting Blacks that has continued even to the present when Bertram q\testlon
the fairness of employment practices: wonder If It can be true...that a
colored man must do twice as much and twice as well as a white man before he
can hope for even equal chance with him? That white mediocrity demands black




genius to cope with it?'"28 rejolner Is given rather natter-of-factly,
which Is characteristic of Dunbar's use of understatement to create Irony.
It was unnecessary, but It confirms the attitude of Davist "I'm afraid your
friend has philosophized the situation quite right.
After unsuccessful attempts to find employment In the field of law,
Bertram finally goes to work In a factory. Afterwards, he Is suddenly hired
as a clerk In a law firm that had previously rejected him because the lawyer
wants to use Bertram to solicit votes from the Black community. During his
tenure as clerk, he Is the victim of several debasing situations but he de¬
cides to fight It out because he feels that It is an opportunity for "bringing
the force of his life to bear upon a National evll."^^ After the lawyer la
elected to the Judgeship he seeks, he tells Bertram that he Is closing the
office and no longer has a need of a clerk. He gives Bertram a gift of ten
dollars for helping him to get elected and sends him on his way. But a few
days later Bertram returns to the office unexpectedly to discover that a white
Is occupying the Job he held. Defeated and dejected, Bertram goes South to
accept a teaching position. Dunbar makes a poignant commentary through Ber¬
tram which demonstrates his feeling of hopelessness which Is the plight of
the Black man In a white society—quite a reversal from his earlier attitudes:
’"One thing, my eyes have been opened anyway, and
I no longer Judge so harshly the shiftless and unamr”
bltlous among my people. I hardly see how a people,
who have so much to contend with and so little to hope
for, can go on striving and aspiring. But the very





I nov sea vhy bo many promlBlng yotmg men» ...fall
by the wayside....! now see why the sleeping and
dining car companies are supplied by men with bet¬
ter educations than half the passengers whom they
serve. They get tired of swimming always against
the tide* as who would not? And are content to
drift....Ve have been taught that merit wins. But
I have learned that the adages, as well as the books
and the formulas were made by and for others than
US of the black race....They say, too, that our bro¬
ther Americans sympathise with us, and will help us
when wo help ourselves. Bah! The'only sympathy
that I have ever seen on the part of the whits man
was not for the Negro himself* but for some portion
of white blood that the colored man had got tangled
In his veins,*"3*
The height of Dunbar's frustration comes to bear In the preceding state¬
ment. The reader can readily recognise Dunbar's own experiences as a writer
as wetll as the experiences of many other Blacks who venture Into the white
world In search of a livelihood. One sees also a rejection of his contention
that America's future depends on the two races working together In harmony.
Dunbar's attitude goes beyond the pessimistic state* for he envisions no
apparent salvation for the Blacks. Re sees only doom and destruction. Again,
Ironic understatement Is injected when Davis states: "Thank heaven, ...that
I have no Ideals to be knocked Into a cocked hat. A colored sum has no busi¬
ness with Ideals—not In this nineteenth century!
So, needless to say, Dunbar wae. keenly aware of the problems of day-to-day
relations between the races. The foregone Illustrations and many more show
that though much subtlety Is used, a positive effort la made to focus atten¬
tion to the problems. Many of these situations border on the outer edges of





ironies are sometimes overlooked because of the aiid>iguities that permeate
his ideas, but careful scrutiny reveals a bitterness that has remained con¬
cealed from many critics who seek to comment on his comic nature.
CHAPTER II
RACE RELATIONS IN CtTIFLICT
A.
Several Instances of race relations in THtnbar's works focus on the violent
acts that were often encountered by Blacks during and after slavery. Many
times Dunbar appears to approach the violent aspects of race relations molo-
drataatlcally, but If one Is observant of Dunbar's subtle, satirical craft,
one can detect a deeper bitterness embedded In the works that does not reveal
Itself on the surface. There Is no evidence of any attention given to the
slave revolts and Insurrections by Dunbar In his fiction, but he does come to
grips with the problem of violent attacks against the Negro In the forms of
f
riots and lynchlngs. There are three short stories which gives accounts of
physical violence—"At Shaft 11," "The L3mchlng of Jube Benson," and "Tragedy
at Three Forks." I shall consider two of the novels—The Fanatics and The
Sport of the Gods—along with the conflict stories because of their slgnlfi-
* f
cantly different approach from many of the other pieces, though the central
theme cannot be considered to deal primarily with overt violent acts.
Even though the number of works dealing with a problem that has been a
predominant Issue for the majority of the time since the Black man's arrival
on the American continent Is disappointing, Dunbar does make an attempt to
comment on the matter and he does show an awareness of the dilemma. In.many
Instances he seems to want to play down the issue rather than to create an
explosive atmosphere whereby the victims of such acts, the Blacks, would be
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roused to set against the mistreatment* This confirms the writer's conten¬
tion, then, that rather than show an exaggerated picture of either good or bad
among Blacks or whites, Dunbar sought to deal with them In a realistic, or
what he considered realistic, manner.
Race conflict, according to sociologists. Involves physical contact be-
tween the races when the limitations are applied that would encompass only
those overt acts against the person of another. This would Include riots,
insurrections, lynchlngs, and revolts. Dunbar looks at rioting, or armed
conflict In "At Shaft 11','" In this story he gives a rather unbelievable ac¬
count of Black strike breakers, or scabs, who are victorious over a group of
white strikers. Dunbar Indicates an awareness of the existing practice of
using Blacks as standby labor forces when there was a strike or a shortage of
white labor. The story Is structurally weak and Its credibility Is strained
In several Instances. The heroes are the Blacks, their leader, Sam Bowles,
and the Yankee soldiers. The structural weakness and the strained credibility
of events appear to be the results of an almost zealous attempt to make the
Blacks victorious and to show an act of reconciliation between the races.
The white miners of a West Virginia mine go on strike and are replaced by
* f
Black miners. When the Negroes are brought In, Red Cleary, the leader of the
whites. Induces the white strikers to run the Blacks off by appealing to their
emotions. The historically factual rivalry between Blacks and poor whites
for employment Is understood when Cleary states: "What are we white men goln*
i
to do? Set still an' let niggers steal the bread out of our mouths? Ain't
It our duty to rise up like free Americans an' drive em from the place?"^
^Dunbar, "At Shaft 11,’V Happy Hollow, p. 185.
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Jason Andrews, tha former white foreman who Is replaced by Sam, remains
loyal to the company and becomes friendly with Big San. He overhears the plot
to run the Negroes out and goes to warn Sam. Sam prepares tha Black miners
by ordering them to leave a short candle burning In their cabins and to spend
the night together In the large mess hall that was used for serving the meals.
The lighted candles are to serve as decoys In case the whites appear. The
Negroes are armed and waiting In the mess building. VThen the whites arrive,
they set fire to the cabins with the belief that the Blacks are Inside. These
fires Illuminate the area making tha whites easy targets for the armed Negroes.
A fierce battle rages between the two factions and the Blacks appear to have
the advantage. This advantage does not last, however, because a rainstorm
douses the fires, thereby providing darkness to conceal the whites. This leaves
«
. i- .
the Blacks surrounded In the mess hall. The whites promise to spare them If
they agree to leave the next day. Some of the Blacks are willing to leave,
but their leader. Big Sam persuades them to stay and fight. As the fracas con-
tlnues and the hopes of survival for the Blacks dwindle, they are rescued by
■S * -
Union soldiers almost miraculously. The story ends with Big Sam remaining at
the mine as foreman and Jason Andrews, the former foreman, accepting an execu¬
tive position with the company. The two develop a lasting friendship. Some
of the white miners who survive the altercation and who do not leave are re-
employed by the company and they work side by side with the Black miners.
Here again we see the surfacing of Dunbar's hope for a unity based on the
ability of Black and white Americans to reconcile their differences. The pro¬
blem of conflict through violence Is present, though not realistically.
A more realistic approach to the theme of overt violent acts can be found
In "The Lynching of Juba Benson.V Here a different kind of violence Is treated
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and the Negro la the victim rather than the victor. Dunbar uses a white
character as narrator to comment on one of the more serious problems faced by
Blacks for nearly a century after slavery.' The bitterness and cold cruelty
of the Incident Is somewhat weakened by the use of a white doctor who recalls
the incident from the past Instead of a first-hand account from a Black man's
point of view. This seems to Indicate an attempt by Dunbar to eliminate the
possibility of purely emotional reactions to the selection and to create an
atmosphere that dictates k rational approach to the problem. The doctor Is In
a rueful mood as he relates the series of Incidents surrounding the lynching.
He begins by telling how he came to the town and set up office In the home
of Hiram Daly: "Here I boarded and here also came my patients—white and black
—whites from every section, and blacks from 'nigger town' as the west portion
of the place was called.”2 The doctor was In love with the host's daughter,
Annie, and Jube, the handy man who loves and cares for Annie, Is match-maker
for the two. The doctor also recalls how Jube ministers to him when he Is
ill and how a seemingly lasting relationship developes: "Why, I grew to love
him, love him, oh, yes, I loved him as well—Oh! What am 1 saying? All human
love and gratitude are daimed poor things; excuse me gentlemen, this Isn't a
pleasant story.The final sentence of the proceeding qxiote indicates the
ultimate outcome of so-called love and friendship between Black and white when
they are pitted against the emotional mood created by the thought of a Black
man doing physical harm to a white—especially a woman.
Annie Is attacked by an unknown assailant, and In her dying moments bhe
^Dxmbar, "The Lynching of Jube Benson|'" Happy Hollow, p. 225.
^Ibld.. p. 230.
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utters the word "black,*’! The whites conclude from the utterance and from the
fact that Jube Is not aroxmd that Jube is guilty of the crime. This kind of
circumstantial evidence was long the burden of proof used by whites to lynch,
and Incarcerate and physically malm Negroes. So Jube Is believed to be the
murderer of Annie and the whites set out to find him. He has been seen by
some earlier hastening toward the woods, but no one thought at the time that
a wrong had been committed. When they find him he tries to explain to no avail
that he had slipped off to visit his fiancee. When Jube sees the anger on the
faces of the mob, he turns to his soocalled friend, the doctor. In hopes of
receiving compassion and help, but the race conditioning of the doctor over¬
ruled any pretense of friendship and fair play and he leads the mob against
Jube:
"I's mottghty glad you’s hyeah, doc," he said,
"you ain't gwlne let ’em whup me."
"Whip you, you hound," I said, "I'm going to
see you hanged," and In the excess of my passion
I struck him full In the mouth.
Dunbar also looks at the most Important underlying factor that causes
racial misunderstanding. He comments on the attitudes that were and continue
to be Influential In the pattern behavior of many whites. According to James
A. Banks, "Children are not bom with racial antipathies. These attitudes are
learned. Children learn them from the adults In their Environment early In
llfe.”^ The origin of soma of these concepts la revealed through the doctor's
reflections on his own attitudes toward Blacks that were Instilled by his en-
^Ibld.. p. 235.
^James A. Banks, "Racial Prejudice and the Black Self-Concept/', Black Self-
Concept, ed. by James A. Banks and Jean D. Grambs (New York; McGraw-Hill, 1972)
p. 12.
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vlronment In chlWhood. We get a commentary on the traditional practice that
haa for many years perpetuated negative concepts of Blacks in both whites and
Blacks. Dunbar was Indeed aware of the long-standing practice of white adults
teaching their children that black represented badness and evil. Dr. Melville
tries to give some rationale to his behavior toward Jube:
"T'Thy did I do it? I don't know. A false education
I reckon, one false from the beginning. I saw his
black face glooming there in the half light, and I
could only think of him as a monster. It’s tradi¬
tion. At first 1 was told that the black man would
catch me, and when I got over that, they taught me
that the devil was black, and when I had recovered
from the sickness of that belief, here were Jube and
his fellows with faces of menacing blackness. There
was only one conclusion: this black man stood for
•all the powers of evil, the result of whose machina-
had been gathering in my mind from childhood
Jube, then, is taken out and hanged with Dr. Melville making the first
pull on the ropes. As the mob is tying the rope to the tree trunk so that
Jube might hang as an example for other Blacks, a group of Blacks arrive with
the real culprit, a white man who has blackened his face to disguise himself
as a Megro. A careful examination of the girl's fingernails reveals that there
is skin from the White ruffian. All are regretful of the act, but it, none¬
theless, can offer no solace to Jube. It is a deed that cannot be undone.
Although the bitterness seems mild in intensity, one cannot resist the sharp
anguish that is generated by the thought of all Blacks that have been unjustly
punished in a similar manner.
tlons
up.’’^
Another story which deals with the same central theme but in a more pungeni
tone is "Tragedy at Three Forks." Victor Lawson asserts: ‘"The Tragedy at
^Dunbar, "The L3mchlng of Jube Benson," p. 236.
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Three Forks*’ Introduces 'poor whites' who Indeed would be Indispensable to
any picture of Southern 'Justice'”^ A jealous white girl sets fire to the
bam and house of her rival, Sellny Williams, and Immediately It Is conjectured
that It la the work of Blacks, the prime suspects In any unsolved crime. This
sentiment was first voiced by old 'Lias Hunster, the father of Jane the guilty
glrlt "Look a here, folks, I tell you that's the work o' niggers, I kin see
8their hand In It." A search party la organised to find the culprits and bring
them to justice. As they search the area, the party discovers two Blacks who
are strangers In that portion of Kentucky, and by virtue of the fact that they
were visitors In the town they started to run at the approach of armed, angry,
poor white men. They became unquestlonlngly the guilty ones.' •
They are brought to the village center with ropes about their necks as
groups of white onlookers scream and shout for their lives: "Lynch 'em, lynch
9
'em! Hang the niggers up the first tree!” They are carried to the jail and
there the prosecuting attorney seeks to make his task easy by persuading them
to plead guilty to the arson. He uses the old trick of convincing them that
he is their friend and Is Interested In their welfare. He tells them that It
would be best to confess to the crime and settle for two years In jail rather
then to be hanged. Frightened of being hanged, the Blacks submit to the offer:
"Oh, we'll 'fees, mlstah, we'll 'fess we done It; please don't let ’em hang
us."^°
As the Blacks are led off to be hanged, Jane, the culprit, stands on the
^Victor Lawson, Dunbar Critically Examined, (Washington: The Associated
Publishers, 1941), p. 127.




sidelines and begins to feel a sense of guilt and remorse for her silence, and
pleads for the lives of the Blacks to be spared, though she does not admit
her g^illt. Her father warns her to keep silent or she will be ruined for
taking a stand for the Negroes. He Implies that though they might not be
guilty. It la just as well that they pay for the crime to assuage the mob since
someone has to pay. The two Negroes are hanged, and In an ensuing hassle
over souvenirs one white man rises up In anger and slays another with a knife.
Dunbar comments on the double standards of American "Justice" as applicable
to white versus Black when the white murderer's life Is spared for a crime
that Is committed In full view of eyewitnesses, leaving no doubt of guilty but
the two Blacks are hanged on the most unsubstantial evidence Imaginable. The
Blacks are foxmd later to be Innocent, but there Is no real feeling of remorse
among the whites. It Is nonchalantly treated as though It Involved the acci¬
dental slaying of an animal.
Dunbar again resorts.to his almost predictable use of Irony to show the
Incongruity of "Justice" when Blacks are Involved:
The press was full of the double lynching and the
murder. Conservative editors wrote leaders about
It In which they deplored the rashness of the hang¬
ing but warned the negroes that the only way to
stop lynching was to quit the crimes of which they
so often stood accused.
He expresses hopes for sane white leaders to remedy the gross miscarriages
of justice when he mentions one white editor who deplores the acts. But
Dunbar In his own subtle way Implies that according to the system of "Jus¬
tice" It Is a criminal act to be bom Black In America. For one who overlooks
the Ironic bent of Dunbar, the conclusion of the story might seem conciliatory,
^^Ibld.. p. 282.
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but for the careful observer the Ironic understatement reveals a bitterness
that cannot be erased by the final plea for a sane and just solution.
K novel that should be considered among the examples of conflict relations
Is The Tanatles. There ere no significant Black characters In this novel* but
beneath the disguise of white characters Dunbar makes a bitter protest against
the exclusion of the Negro In the attempts by the North and the South to heal
the wounds of the Nation caused by the Civil War. The story takes place* for
the most part* In Dotbury* Ohio* which la significant* for It Is situated In
the southern part of the state. During the Civil War It Is an historical fact
that towns and coianunltles near the boundaries of the North and South had op-'
posing views on the War* and sometimes even members of the same family opposed
each other on the Issues. In The Fanatics there are opposing forces In the
small Ohio town. Two of the characters* Bob Van Doran and Hary Waters* ex¬
perience difficulties In their love affair because of the opposing Ideas of
their parents. Two other characters are separated for a similar reason—Colo¬
nel Stewart goes South to join the rebel army and his son remains In the North.
After the Colonel's death* Walter Stewart* the son* goes South and does not
resist being captured and held there. Mary Waters has to leave home when she
Is discovered knitting a sweater for Bob Van Doran who has joined the Confe¬
derate ranks. Bob and Mary are brought together ^en their parents are recon¬
ciled by conraon hardships caused by the War. Walter Stewart* the son who had
gone into the South and was captured does not return to his fiancee* Nancy* a
friend of Mary's, but rather he remains In the South and marries a southern
girl.
All of the opposing factions era reunited which Is symbolic of the reunlt-
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Ing of the country after the War. The heroes ere those i»ho are loyal to the
State or the country, both North and South, and the villains are the fanatics.
Dunbar views this reunion as a rededleatlon on the part of both the North and
the South to the task of keeping the Negro In his "place". According to Lawson
"...the heroes of the story are those loyal to loyalty. The villains are the
'fanatlca*. But even Waters, the arch-fanatle, becomes reconciled to the
thought that idcmls of friendship are deeper In the demands than the behest of
the State.The reconciliation, to Dunbar, then, represanta a change In at¬
titude toward the Issue of the Blacks or a realization that friendship between
Northern and Southam whites Is more Important than tha problems concerning .
the Blacks.
Perhaps the most Important of Dunbar's commentaries on race relations Is
The Sport of the Gods. This naturalistic novel presents an effort by Dunbar
to cosd>lne the social criticism of the Negro with a survey of America In
general. Charles Nllon In his "Introduction” to the novel asserts that "as
a social history It Is a faithful portrayal of the black-^hlte relationships
of the late nineteenth century and of the first decade of the twentieth cen¬
tury.The novel Is considered by many as tha first major protest novel
by a Negro, It la perhaps the first attempt by a writer to portray the Ufa
of Blacks who are "herded” together In one section of town, creating what Is
presently called the ghetto. It Is the forerunner of the whole school of
Harlem fiction, though Dunbar does not Indicate the particular section of New
^^unbar. The Fanatics, (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1901), p, 130,
^^Charles Nllon, "Introduction” to The Sport of the Gods, (London: Col-
ller-MacMlllan Ltd., 1970), p. 6.
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York that la used as the setting. But the Inpllcatlone are clear. It is the
first novel to give serious consideration to Negro life In New York.
Berry Hamilton and his family live In a small southern town and are pros¬
perous compared to other Blacks In that community. They live in a neat little
cottage which once served as a slave cabin on the property of their employer*
Colonel Maurice Oakley. Berry has remained In the South after slavery and has
worked faithfully for the Oakleys. Maurice Oakley Is a successful businessman
who has managed to overcome the economic and political problems of the post¬
war era and has built a new place In which he lives according to the southern
aristocratic tradition. Berry* who has been his butler for twenty years*
marries Fannie the housekeeper* and they rear two offsprings* Joe and SULtty.
The position of Berry ITamllton Is basically the same as It was for a Black-
during slavery* though he does not realize It. His relationship to Oakley Is
not very different from a master-slave relationship and the use of the old
slave cabin set apart from the "big house" as a residence of the Haralltons
graphically denotes this relationship.
Dunbar makes an Important statement of social criticism of many Blacks who
remain bound by traditions and Influences of slavery in his descriptions of
the Eamlltons. They are status-conscious and they pattern their lives after
the whites* and seek to attain goals that are whlte-orlented. Though they
are active In the Black community* they lean toward the middle-class values
of the Oakleys. Kitty's wardrobe consists of hand-me-downs from the "big
house" but they are tailored to fit and gives her a different appearance from
the other Black girls In the community. Joe boasts of the fact that he shaves
only white patrons* and he copies their morals and their manner* but ha never
realizes the steanlng of sianhood because he Is busy acting the role. Berry*
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the father, Imltatea the practice of the whites by spoiling his children and
submitting to their every whim. This causes tension among other Blacks who
view them as snobs who use every opportunity to show a sense of superiority
over their less fortunate brothers.
The Hamlltons suffer from the Illusion that the Oakleys care for them and
trust them more than any others. They have a false belief that the relation*’
ship with the Oakleys goes deeper than merely one of employer-servant. But
this false Impression Is shattered when money Is reported missing and the
true face of Maurice Is unveiled. Berry Is Immediately accused of the theft,
though ha had never been found guilty of any wrong-doings In the past. Berry
Is arrested and sentenced to ten years' Imprisonment on the weak circumstan¬
tial evidence afforded only by his access to the room as a servant. Maurice
expresses the general attitude of whites toward blacks when he comments on
his mistrust of servants, meaning all Blacks:
"...As soon as a negro like Hamilton learns the
value of money and begins to earn It, at the
same time he begins to covet some easy and rapid
way of securing It. The old negro knew nothing
of the value of money. When he stole, he stole
ham and bacon and chickens....The present laughs
at this tendency without knowing the cause. The
present negro resents the laugh, and he has learned
to value other things than those which satisfy
his belly."1^
After Berry's confinement, his family experiences many difficulties In
that southern town. They are rejected by the whites and, because of a ten-
f *1* .
dency perpettiated by slavery which Is still an Influence on the Blacks: "They
turned away from one of their own kind upon whom had been set the ban of the
^^Dunbar, The Sport of the Gods. (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company,
1902), p. 26.
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1 Kwhite people's displeasure* If they had syiapathy» they dared not show It.”
Other Blacks who were envious of the Hamilton's prosperity seize the opportunity
to rejoice In the family's misery: '"Tell me, tell me,' said one, 'you needn't
tell me dat a bird kin fly so high dat he don' have to come down some time.
An' w'en he do light, honey, my lawd how he flop!'"^^
The whites '^lew the Incident from several aspects. Some believe that
the Hegro Is totally depraved and Is unable to act differently. Others who
wanted to appear more sympathetic assert the Blacks are not responsible for
such actions because they were released from slavery unprepared to cope with
the white world.
Totally ostracized by the town, the Hamlltons have no alternative than
to seek a life In a different environment. So they set out for New York and
a new life. At this point the novel makes a dramatic shift when It focuses
on the life of the Hamlltons In an entirely different setting. Dunbar explores
the social and pbychologlcal problems that more often than not are confronted
by unsuspecting Blacks who have visions that the large cities of the North
- f
represent the ultimate freedom from the oppression Imposed In the South.
Joe, who Is already on the verge of doom because of his false sense of
sunhood. Is easy prey for the corrupt segment of the city. He Is unable to
distinguish between what Is real and what Is fake, therefore he chooses the
wrong segment of the city to use as a model for his actions. He Is destroyed




tata the parasites of the Banner Club Group. He resorts to heavy drinking and
consequently nurdersan actress who terminates an affair with him because of
his drinking habit.
Eventually* Kitty and even Mrs. Hamilton become victims of New York. The
family stands on the verge of total disintegration. Mrs, Hamilton Is convinced
by a gambler that her marriage to Berry Is automatically nullified by his Im¬
prisonment. She marries the gambler and ha succeeds in making life miserable
for her. Kitty becomes an actress which Dunbar represents as doom and damnation
Meanwhile* In the South a series of circumstances have occurred which
bring to light the Injustices that have caused the Incarceration of Berry.
The brother of Maurice Oakley has written a confession In a letter to him con¬
cerning the mlsslng-money. Oakley does not reveal the letter, thus he Is
destroyed by the burden of hiding the truth that would exonerate Berry* all
for the sake of maintaining the family's Image. The truth Is finally revealed
and Berry Is freed* though the state does not admit the error of his conviction.
Berry and his wife are reunited and they return to the South where they spend
the remainder of their lives.
Dunbar does not Imply that the only salvation for the Negro lies In small
southern towns, nor does he Implicate the big cities as a source of doom and
destruction. But he appears to Imply that regardless of the locale, the Black
man still faces the same threat. He ironically underscores the hopelessness
with the return of the Hainlltons to the very point which was the source of
their troubles.
The Black man in conflict with whites Is, then, examined by Dunbar, and
he shows a definite sensibility to the problem. The selection just discussed
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cannot ba labeled ae Imltatlona of plantation talea. They cannot be looked
upon ae works that eluded the central Issues concerning the Blacks. "The
quest and fate of the Ranllton family are the quest and fate of most of the
characters in novels written by black authors.Dunbar levels protest at
both the North and the South, and he. In his own way commented on the con¬
flicts that resulted from Black-white relations.
^^Nllon, **lntroductlon,'! p. 6.
CHAPTER III
RACE RELATIONS AND THE POET
Dunbar treats race relations extensively In his poetry, but the manner
Is quite different from the prose treatment. Poetry vas not considered a
vehicle for realism In Dunbar's day, therefore race relations In the poetry
Is muted. Dunbar felt that poetry In standard English should deal vlth lofty
Ideas, so he does not center on the Issues of race as topical In those poems.
Nevertheless, many Instances of subdued protest can be noted If one traces
the surface Impressions to the subtle Implications Intended. Dunbar's Ironic
tendency should be kept In full view In order to draw Inferences from many
poems that seem harmless on the surface. Many critics who seek explicit ex¬
amples of protest In the poetry seem to overlook the Implicit examples that
permeate Dunbar's works.
Dunbar's poetry encompasses three major kinds of protests (1) explicit,
(2) dedicatory, and (3) group identity. Explicit protest poems contain ex¬
pressed criticisms of the racial question and their intentions are clear. The
second kind deals with the use of memorial or dedication poems as a vent for
protest. Some of the poems, however, deal with protest through the merging of
Dxmbar's Individual feelings as a man or poet and the sensibility of the Black
race in general.
The keynote poem which underscores Dunbar's view of his entire canon and
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of th« Negro as a man la "Wo Wear the Mask" (page 102).^ Dunbar la obviously
commenting on hla plight aa an artist feeling trapped by his situation, but,
more Important, ha la commenting on the Black man who hides his misery and
pain under the guise of happiness and contentment* The brunt of slavery, the
torture of discrimination, the fear of lynchlngs and beatings, and total os¬
tracism of an entire group of people would have been an unbearable burden to
bear without the "mask’^" Here we see a bitterness that cannot be compromised.
Any poem that deals with good times and dancing and singing can only be seen
as a facade In light of this revelation. This Is an expressed protest, and
It negates the Implications of contentment that are fostered in the poems that
deal with the Negro In a humorous manner. .
"Syn?>athy" (page 102) also presents explicit protest and It comments on
the problem of slavery and the feeling of helplessness experienced by the Ne¬
gro. The confinement of the "caged" bird Is a metaphor of the confinement of
the poet, but It emerges as a statement oh the Black man, first bound by the
* '
- " 'I
sliackles of slavery, then bound by the limitations imposed on him by white
America. Thus the experiences of Dunbar which are consequently the experiences
of Blacks make him Identify with the experiences of the "caged bird*'.'
I know why the caged bird beats his wing
Till Its blood Is red on the cruel bars;
For he must fly back to his perch and cling
Wlien he fain would be on the bough a-swing.
The Idea of the guise of happiness comes to focus when the poet explains why
the caged bird sings, hence why the Black man appears happy outwardly when
deep within there are sorrow and pain. The Inner feelings and true causes are
^Page references for poems are to
Dunbar, The Complete Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar, (New York: Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1896).
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revealed when Dunbar statest
I know why tha caged bird sings ah me
When his wing la bruised and his bosom sore,--•
It's not a carol of joy or glee.
But a prayer that ha sends from his heart's
deep core
But a plea, that upward to Heaven he flings— ...
Another very liiq>ortant example of explicit protest can be found In "By
Rugged Ways" (page 215), which centers on the struggle of the Black man through
the dark tunnel of slavery and post-slavery hardships. It treats the hopeless
situation of the Blacks as they strive against enormous odds to survive, with
little or no hope of escape. The poem compares the plight of the Blacks with
the Biblical reference to the Israelites when they were In bondage In Egypt.
This Is a significant point which brings to bear the fundamental religious
doctrine that was very much a tradition among the slaves. The strength of
Hoses as a leader appointed by God represents the ultimate religious foxmda-
tlon for a people who themselves were victims of the very same plight as the
Israelites. The Idea of a deliverer stay be considered the sustaining force
of many who saw death as the only easement for the drudgery that was the re¬
sult of the hard task masters. They had faith that some way, some how, the
shackles of slavery would be loosened. The underlying reason for the mask of
happiness again becomes evident In the following lines:
But 'twlxt our sighs and:moans and tears.
We still can smile, we still can sing.
Despite the arduous journeying.
For faith and hope their courage lend.
And rest and light are at the end.
"A Com Song" (p. 59) gives a vivid picture of the difficulties of slave
life, and It la another Instance of the "Mask" worn by Blacks to conceal their
Inner grief. The poem tells of the master sitting on the veranda, listening
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to the eong of the slaves as they make their way from the dally tolls In the
fields. Though they are weary, though they are down In spirits, though they
are dejected, they still find the courage and the spirits to sing. The lyrics
are simple, but reflect the comforts that are afforded by tha "mask" of hap¬
piness: Oh, we hoe de co’n/ Since do ehly mo’n;/ Now de slnkln* sun/ Says de
day Is done.”
A protest against the hanging of Blacks Is made In "The Haunted Oak"
(p. 219). Here Dunbar makes an intense effort to bring attention to the sense¬
less practice of using the noose as a means of keeping the Negro In his "place”.
The poet talks to the tree and It responds, revealing the reason for Its bar¬
ren state. It was once a fertile tree with green leaves until one night an
Innocent man was hanged by a mob i^o had taken him from the Jail by force* '
The mob included leading citizens of the town. Including the judge, the doctor,
and the minister. The tree explains that a curse was Imposed by the Innocent
man who was hanged, causing Its state of barrenness. It Implies that from that
time onward the meiid>ers of the mob are forever haunted by a mortal fear for
the wrong done on that dreary night.
Dunbar treats somewhat humorously the talk of freedom among slaves In the
absence of the white Blaster* He gives a view of behind-the-scene actions of
the outwardly "contented” slave. The Black minister In "An Ante-Bellum Ser¬
mon” (p. 13) seeks to comfort the destressed slaves by preaching about the
delivery of the Hebrew Children from Egypt, which Was a forbidden topic on
the plantation. He tells how Moses la sent to free them from the Pharoh who
held them In bondage. He compares the condition of the slaves with the He¬
brews, and tells how they too will be freed by God. He also tells them that
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ths love that God ahowad to the Hebrews was not the totality of his love and
his love and power were enough to deliver them also* He continues the sermon
until the master appears, at which time he Invites the congregation to kneel
In prayer for fear of the Impending punishment.
A group of dedicatory poems by Dunbar Is used as a vehicle to protest the
conditions of Blacks. "Ode to Ethiopia" (p. 15) la one that stresses also the
harmonious co-existence of races. Dunbar Indicates a willingness to forgive
the whites for the maltreatment of Blacks and to Join hands In creating an
America suitable for both races. The poem begins with praise for the Black
man. It talks of the pains of living In slavery's crushing grasp and how free¬
dom left the Blacks standing side by side with whites to build the most power¬
ful coxmtry on earth. Dunbar asserts that the Black man has earned the right
to be an American with the blood and sweat that were shed In slavery. He
praises the Black race when he speaks of the sta-nlna and fortitude displayed
during and after slavery:
No other race, or white or black
When bound as thou wert, to the rack.
So seldom stooped to grieving;
No other race, when free again.
Forgot the past and proved them men
So noble In forgiving.
In the final lines, Dunbar encourages the Black man to continue to rise from
the depths of degradation caused by the Institution of slavery to greater
heights In the mainstream of American life.
The exploits of Blacks are praised by Dunbar In "The Conquerors;" (p. 112)
which treats the heroic actions of the Black troops in Cuba. It tells the fact
that though Black troops were valiant la their efforts In Cuba and though they
were commended by other countries of the world, they did not receive a vote of
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thanks from America, their homeland. A poem which Is similar In theme Is
"The Colored Soldiers" (p. 50). Hera Dunbar praises the Black soldiers who
fought In the Civil War. He relates how the Blacks were shunned at first be¬
cause the Union leaders called It a "white man’s war'.'.' Historically Lincoln
did refuse the services of the Black volunteers because he wanted to appease
the slaveholding Border States. Then It became clear that the war was not
merely a skirmish between "white gentlemen,',' and Blacks were allowed to parti¬
cipate. Dunbar gives accounts of the roles that the Blacks played In several
Important battles of the war, and how they fought side by side with white
Union soldiers, their blood mingling in the Southern soil. He boasts of the .
Black soldier paying the price of freedom with their blood. Reminiscent of
the cruxlflctlon of Christ, the blood possessed a cleansing power which re¬
moved the shame and degradation of slavery.
"When Dey 'Listed Colored Soldiers" Is an account as seen through the eyes
of the wife of a Black who joined the Union army. She tells how she objects
to his enlistment and begs him not to go, but he convinces her that he feels
It an honor and a duty to do his share In the cause of his newly gained free¬
dom. She tells how proud and strong he looks In his new blue coat with shining
buttons. Wlien she was enslaved and her masters went off to the war, she did
not understand the Import of the event, but now that her ’^Llas has enlisted
she realizes the significance, and she, too, gains a sense of pride. 'Lias
goes off to the war and she later receives word that he has been slain and Is
burled somewhere In the South, draped in an American flag. At first she weeps,
then she resolves that this has been the will of God, to give his life on the
battlefield in the fight for freedom and dignity. The theme of Black fighting
men occurs again In the poem "The Unsung Heroes." The poem mirrors "The Co¬
lored Soldiers',',' except that the stress Is on the failure of America to recog-
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nlse and give due honor to the Blacks for tholr courage and fortitude under
the strain of battle.
"Black Samson of Brandywine" Is an heroic poem which sings the praises
of a Black who served In the Revolutionary War. Dunbar uses this poem as a
means of showing whites that Blacks, too, have heroes of note who stand above
the masses In strength and courage and accomplishments.
There Is a group of poems by Dunbar that were activated by race con¬
sciousness because they were written to honor leaders who played prominent
parts In the Abolitionist movement as well as other Important movements which
sought freedom and equality for the Black race. Ills use of poetry as a means
of giving praise and glory Indicates his awareness of and his dedication to
the causes that sought to make life better for Blacks.
In one poem Dunbar honors Robert Gould Shaw, a white Union officer who
commanded the Fifty-Fourth liassachusetts Volunteer Regiment, the first unit
of Black soldiers enlisted In the free states. He led the regiment Into bat¬
tle axxd they fought with honor and valor on July 16, 1863, and on July 13 he
and a brave Negro sergeant were slain In a desperate struggle to capture Fort
Vagner. They lay side by side and their blood mingles In the Southern soil.
Dunbar praises him for his leadership of the Black troops In the following
lines: "What bade thee hear the voice and rise elate/ Leave home and kindred
and thy spicy loaves,/ To lead th' unlettered and despised droves/ To manhood's
home and thunder at the gate?"(p. 221) The final lines are a bitter commentary
on the dilemma of Blacks even after the war had ended and slavery abolished:
"Since thou and those who with thee died for right/ Have died, the Present
teaches, but In vain."
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Other whites are praised in verse by Dunbar for their contributions to
the quest for freedom and equality for Blacks. One such person Is Harriet
Beecher Stowe. He lauds her Uncle Tom's Cabin and emphasizes Its Impact on
the nation by kindling the flame of movement toward freedom. Whittier, who
was a bitter enemy of slavery, and who wrote poems condemning the practice
also Is extolled by Dunbar. Dunbar wrote a poem in praise of Lincoln which
Is In keeping with the general attitude of most of the ex’-slaves.
. >
He also wrote poems to glorify Blacks who led the way In the fight against
oppression. Booker T. Washington's struggle for education and national pro¬
minence Is versified and there Is a poem which bemoans the death of Alexander
Crunmell, an Episcopal priest of considerable knowledge, Vho was a leader
among the abolitionists. There are two poems dedicated to Frederick Douglass.
In the first poem titled "Frederick Douglass" (p. 6), Dunbar refers to
him as the noblest of all Blacks. The poem laments the passing of this great
leader and lauds his strength of character and outspokenness on the Issues
affecting the Black man. Dunbar possessed the ability to accept and be¬
friend two men of radically different philosophies—Washington and Douglass.
He displays admiration for the manner In which Douglass voiced his protest ‘
of the treatment of Blacks In the following stanza>
And he was no soft-tbngued apologist?
He spoke straight forward, fearlessly unbowed;
The sunlight of his truth dispelled the mist.
And set In bold relief each dark hued cloud;
To sin aixd crime he gave their proper hue.
And hurled at evil what was evil's due.
He praises Douglass' unselfish dedication to the cause of the Black race. It
Is fitting tribute to one who spent his lifetime In the service of Black free-
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dom. Th« final llnea Indleata that though Douglasa la dead ha has left hopa
and Inapiratlon that will spur tha Black raea to contlnua Its struggla for
aanhood and a plaea In Anariea. Tha sacond Douglass poan is one which shows
a longing for hla to taka tha lead in tha protest movement. In it Dunbar
suggests that tha fight for Justice and equality is even greater than it was
when Douglass was alive, and expresses a need by tha Black race of such a force
as ha to give assurance and comfort in this time of stress. This poem echoes
Wordsworth's "Ode to MiltonI"'
Tha final dedicatory poem which will be mentioned is one in which Dunbar
praises Black women. Re stresses in tha poem, "On tha Dedication of Dorothy
Hall" (p. 214) tha strength and valor of the women of a downtroddened race
who display the ability to withstand pressures that the women of no other
. JL.
race had to confront. "The women of a race should be its pride;/ We glory
in tha strength our mothers hdd, ..." So, even in what appears to be verses
written for the purpose of dedications or memorials Dunbar keepa in focus tha
question of race relations and ha remenbars tha struggla of the Negro for
Justice and equality.
Dunbar uses humor as a weapon of protest. It has been used rather fre¬
quently in the racial conflicts of America. Tha American Negro, deprived of
other weapons and recognizing the futility of armed conflict began early to
use this tactic to express disenchantment. Dunbar, on several occasions, uses
htiaor as a disguise to comment on the racial climate. "An Ante-Bellum Ser-
monVV which has been mentioned, is one instance where Dunbar uses humor to
show the fundamental truth that slaves were not content and often spoke of
freedom in the absence of their masters. "Tha Baal Question" (p. 135) quite
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huBorously exanlnes the Negro's struggle for eurvlvel through hunger and cold
while the policy nekers ere bickering over whether gold or silver should be
used es e stenderd of aonetery vsluet "An* hit ain't de eo't o' aoney det Is
pesterin' ay aln'*' But de question I went answehed's how to get at any kin'!*
The political deception Is highlighted through huaor In "Speakln' At De
Cou'thouse” (p. 205) In which Dunbar focuses on a Black who appears to be
Ignorant of the political process but explores sbme basic facts concerning
trickery In political speeches as he relates the events at the rally* It Is
shown how the politician attempts to use race as a tactic to draw the Black
votes In the followlngi "An' he said de colah question,/ Hit was ovah, solved,
an* done,/ Det de dahky was his brothah,/ Evah blessed nothah's son." But
the elation of the Black spectator Is short lived when It Is revealed that the
politician promised to be even better. There are other examples of humorous
verses which explore some fundamental truths about racial conflict.
Finally there are eeveral poems In which Dunbar uses as a means of ex¬
pressing his personal experiences which was true to convention In his day,
but beneath, one sees through his experiences the experiences of Blacks In
general. Dunbar believed that poetry was a vehicle for personal statements,
and In "The Poet and His Song" (p. 4), the belief Is one that Is universally
shared by Blacks. He speaks of the tendency of the general public to Ignore
his verse and offer no words of praise. Hence he Is commenting on the etate
of all Blacks who are not allowed to develop to thAlr potentials because of
America'e determination to keep them In their "place." "Unexpressed" (p* 25)
and "One Life" (p. 72) express a sense of personel tragedy for Dunbar and a
sense of shared tregedy for Blacks* The shared dilemma Is underscored In the
final lines of "One Life" when Dunbar speaks of himself and all Blacks In the
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followlngt '*1 know the world holds joy and glee,/ But not for iBe,'~>'t la
not for me."
Though the poetry la more retrospective than the prose and thou^ Dunbar
protests through Implications more than he does using overt, explicit terms,
he, nonetheless, reveals a sense of awareness of and concern for the racial
question In his poetry. Beneath the guise of happiness and contentment he
shows a Black people shackled In a prison of racism.
CONCLTJSIOM
In the preceding three chapters I have presented s<me examples of Dun¬
bar* s effort to give sosm attention to race relations In his fiction and In
his poetry. I have shown that he depicts diverse characterizations of Blacks
In their relationships with whites. Some Blacks are characterized as slaves
who are loyal to their suisters. others as slaves yearn for freedom. Some
’ i
Blacks are depicted as freedmen who seek to develop Independently of tdiltes.
others as freedmen who depend on whites for protection and economic security.
Dunbar treats educated Blacks and uneducated Blacks. Be seeks the center for
his characters rather than the extremes. They are not excessively good nor
are they Incorrigibly evil." They are not all militants nor all Uncle Toms.
Their relationships with whites are varied also.
Dunbar levels protest at both the North and the South. Re treats the
exploitation of Blacks by Blacks as well as by whites. His views on Black-
! - - - .
.
white relations cannot be equated with present standards. He lived and
worked among ex-slaves* therefore he was able to realize a psychological
*
difference between slavery and nonslavery that Is not afforded the present
day critics. Though"the Impact has remained great* we are able to view
slavery only as a remote period In history* but the Blacks of Dunbar*8 day
actually experienced It. To then the absence of chains and forced labor
constituted sufficient progress In the field of race relations* This can be
compared to the present day problem of Integration versus segregation.
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Two of Dunbar's novels wars not treated In this survey because they did
not prove Important as evidence of racial contact* The Uncalled Is autobio¬
graphical and deals with the author's apparent Inclinations toward the ministry
as a vocation. The major characters are idtlte and no Important racial contact
Is mentioned. The Love of Landry Is purely a fictional adventure story cen¬
tered on white characters and Its sole purpose Is to entertain. Many short
stories and poems mere omitted also. Articles and letters which deal mlth
relations between the races and protest against the treatment of Blacks were
not used In an effort to concentrate on the fiction and poetry only.
Consistent with the convention of his period. Dunbar uses the fiction as
a vehicle to voice protest and the poetry as a means of relating loftier Ideas.
The period between 1899 and 1903 represents the highlight of Dunbar's works
which treat the Issues of race In a realistic manner* During this period he
wrote the two protest novels. The Sport of the Gods and The Fanatics, and The
Strength of Gideon, the collection of short stories which contains some of
his more vocal protests. After 1904. of course, there Is a decline In Dunbar's
effectiveness, but In this short span of time one can recognize the brilliant
prospects that were never really developed. Dunbar's career, then, was tra¬
gically truncated, and the true extent of his ability will never be known.
Race relations are evident In many of Dunbar's works. Though his approach
Is different from Vhat might be expected by many critics, he does come to
grips with the problem. Irony and satire are his chief weapons and they are
effectively used In many Instances to focus on the race Issue In an America
that was not prepated to accept the revelation of Its shortcoming.
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